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distance and speed records. However, when it came to civil
transports, the writing was on the wall for single-engine
machines as the government made a major ruling in favor of
multi-engines when it came to regulating the expanding air-
line industry.

During the early 1930s, Grand Central Air Terminal in
Glendale was the hub of aerial transportation for the Los
Angeles area. The field was also home to various aeronauti-
cal entrepreneurs hoping to make their collective marks and
among them was the Brothers Timm. Otto and Wally Timm
became fascinated as youngsters with the emerging world of
aviation and both became early pilots. They traveled the

country on various aviation ventures before locating to
southern California where they established a good reputation
as pilots, designers, and builders. Wally became well-known
as a stunt pilot in early Hollywood films while Otto contin-
ued his quest to design and build aircraft.

Otto opened the Pacific Aeroplane and Supply Company
at Venice, California, and got busy building several aircraft.
One was the innovative Timm Pacific Hawk — a large twin-
engine biplane capable of carrying six. During a six-week
period in 1920, he designed and built the C-1 racing mono-
plane and won the 1921 Los Angeles International Air
Tournament in the aircraft. In 1922, he went to Lincoln,
Nebraska, to test fly a new Lincoln-Standard biplane and
that is where he met a young Charles Lindbergh who had
enrolled as a student at the Nebraska Aircraft Corporation’s
flying school. On 9 April 1922, Timm strapped Lindbergh
into the front cockpit of Lincoln-Standard biplane and took
the young man for his first-ever flight. Both the Timms
began mingling with the greats of aviation and they acquired
a good reputation for their talent and honesty.

To give an idea of that pioneering spirit, in 1953 to com-
memorate the 50th anniversary of heavier-than-air flight,
Otto Timm recalled the early days: “My first attempt to
build an airplane was in Milwaukee in 1910. The plane, a
replica of the Santos- Dumont monoplane, was about
90% completed when I had to give up because I couldn’t
afford an engine. I then moved to a room on Chicago’s
southside to be near the old Cicero Flying Field, where a
number of exhibition pilots made their head-
quarters and where various planes were built.
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come up with the V1A while Consolidated in San Diego
marketed a number of variations on its Fleetster design.
The ever- creative John Northrop at Los Angeles
A i r p o r t also had a number of streamlined speedsters
that were not only hauling passengers, but also setting

THIS UNGAINLY CREATION DID NOT FIND A MARKET
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From the mid-1930s, commercial aviation in the USA
began making giant leaps forward. Most notable was
the how the Douglas DC-2 led directly into the world-
changing DC-3, completely eclipsing the rival Boeing

247 in Seattle. Across town from Douglas at Clover Field was
Lockheed Aircraft. In the sleepy town of Burbank, Lockheed
engineers were forging their own way forward. The company
had dropped their sleek all-wood monoplanes in favor of
equally sleek but more modern twin-engine designs built of
all metal. The Lockheed Model 10 Electra was followed by
the smaller Model 12 Electra Junior; then the Model 14 and
Model 18. The Lockheeds were speedsters but when it came
to practicality and — more importantly — profitabil-
ity, the DC-3 was the winner.

Jerry Vultee and company at Downey, California, had

The Timm T-840 at Grand Central Air Terminal.
Ernest Luttge (left), superintendent of the Timm
factory, goes over final notes with Otto Timm.

Although forgotten today, the Timm brothers were important
early day aviators. Wally Timm taught record-setting pilot Art
Goebel to fly while Otto gave Charles Lindbergh his first aircraft
ride. The quartet was photographed much later
at the Los Angeles Air Races. Left to right:
Wally, Art, Charles, and Otto.

After making its first flight on 6 September 1938, the T-840
returns to Grand Central Air Terminal. Note the flat landing
attitude.


